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Crochet Flowers Step-by-Step
Beyond radical design? -- A map of unreality -- Design as critique -- Consuming
monsters: big, perfect, infectious -- A methodological playground: fictional worlds
and thought experiments -- Physical fictions: invitations to make believe -Aesthetics of unreality -- Between reality and the impossible -- Speculative
everything. Inhalt: Today designers often focus on making technology easy to use,
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sexy and consumable. In this book the concept is proposed, that design is used as
a tool to create not only things but ideas. Design means speculating about how
things could be - to imagine possible futures. This is not the usual sort of predicting
or forecasting, spotting trends and extrapolating; these kinds of predictions have
been proven wrong again and again. The "what-if" questions that are intended to
open debate and discussions about the kind of future people want (and do not
want).

Killer Heat
Sixteen-year-old Hallie Palmer answers an ad for a "yard person" to make enough
money to buy a car, a job that brings her into the eccentric orbit of the Stockton
family, who teach her a lesson in acceptance and being yourself.

Human Trafficking
With her newest Alexandra Cooper novel, Terminal City, New York Times
bestselling author Linda Fairstein delivers another breakneck thriller that captures
the essence of New York City—its glamour, its possibilities, and its endless capacity
for darkness. Linda Fairstein is well-known for illuminating the dark histories in
many of New York’s forgotten corners—and sometimes in the city’s most popular
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landmarks. In Terminal City, Fairstein turns her attention to one of New York's most
iconic structures—Grand Central Terminal. From the world’s largest Tiffany clock
decorating the 42nd Street entrance to its spectacular main concourse, Grand
Central has been a symbol of beauty and innovation in New York City for more than
one hundred years. But “the world’s loveliest station” is hiding more than just an
underground train system. When the body of a young woman is found in the tower
suite of the Waldorf Astoria—one of the most prestigious hotels in
Manhattan—Assistant DA Alex Cooper and Detectives Mike Chapman and Mercer
Wallace find themselves hunting for an elusive killer whose only signature is
carving a carefully drawn symbol into his victims’ bodies, a symbol that bears a
striking resemblance to train tracks. When a second body bearing the same bloody
symbol is discovered in a deserted alleyway right next to the terminal building, all
attention shifts to the iconic transportation hub, where the potential for a bigger
attack weighs heavily on everyone’s minds. With the President of the United States
set to arrive for a United Nations meeting at the week’s end, Alex and Mike must
contend with Grand Central’s expansive underground tunnels and century-old dark
secrets—as well as their own changing relationship—to find a killer who appears to
be cutting a deadly path straight to the heart of the city.

Final Jeopardy
Leaving Virginia in search of peace and quiet, Dr. Kay Scarpetta journeys to
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Florida, where a series of baffling murders entangles her in an international
conspiracy that confronts her with the most unexpected circumstance of her life.
Reprint.

The Deadhouse
From New York Times bestselling author and famed former Manhattan prosecutor
Linda Fairstein comes a chilling new Alexandra Cooper novel in which Alex
matches wits with the master of detective fiction himself—Edgar Allan Poe Workers
demolishing a nineteenth-century brownstone where Edgar Allan Poe once lived
discover a human skeleton entombed -- standing -- behind a brick wall. When sex
crimes prosecutor Alexandra Cooper hears about the case, it strikes her as a
classic Poe sceneexcept that forensic evidence shows that this young woman died
within the last twenty-five years. Meanwhile, Alex's old nemesis the Silk Stocking
Rapist is once again terrorizing Manhattan's Upper East Side. The attacks soon
escalate to murder, and the search leads Alex and detectives Mercer Wallace and
Mike Chapman to the city's stunning Bronx Botanical Gardens. There, an enigmatic
librarian presides over the Raven Society, a group devoted to the work of Poe. In
exploring the fabled writer's tormented life for clues, Alex will cross paths with a
cunning killer and face some of the greatest challenges of her career. Entombed is
masterful, exhilarating crime fiction from one of crime writing's most dazzling
stars.
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Eat What You Kill
This critically acclaimed, explosive thriller is a book only prosecutor Linda Fairstein
could write. Patricia Cornwall knows the morgue; John Grisham knows the
courtroom; but no one knows the inner workings of the D.A.'s office like Linda
Fairstein, renowned for two decades as head of Manhattan Sex Crimes Unit. Now
that world comes vividly to life in a brilliant debut novel of shocking realism,
powerful insight, and searing suspense. Alexandra Cooper, Manhattan's top sex
crimes prosecutor, awakens one morning to shocking news: a tabloid headline
announcing her own brutal murder. But the actual victim was Isabella Lascar, the
Hollywood film star who sought refuge at Alex's Martha's Vineyard retreat. Was
Isabella targeted by a stalker or -- mistaken for Alex -- was she in the wrong place
at the wrong time? In an investigation that twists from the back alleys of lower
Manhattan to the chic salons of the Upper East Side. Alex knows she's in final
jeopardyand time is running out. She has to get into the killer's head before the
killer gets to her.

Blood Red, Sister Rose
Losing everything in a disastrous stock market downturn, trailer park youth-turnedWall Street analyst Evan jumps at a chance to redeem his fortunes with a
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mysterious firm only to be forced to consider committing murder to prevent a
second downfall. 50,000 first printing

Empty Cradle
Watch out, Nancy Drew! Move over, Theo Boone! Devlin Quick is smart, strong,
and she will DEFINITELY close the case in this thrilling new mystery series for girls
and boys fromNew York Timesbestselling author Linda Fairstein. Someone has
stolen a page from a rare book in the New York Public Library. At least, that's what
Devlin's friend Lizathinksshe's seen, but she can't be sure. Any other kid might not
see a crime here, but Devlin Quick is courageous and confident, and she knows she
has to bring this man to justice-even if it means breathlessly racing around the city
to collect evidence. But who is this thief? And what could the page-an old mappossibly lead to? With her wits, persistence, and the help of New York City's finest
(and, okay, a little bit of help from her police commissioner mother, too), Dev and
her friends piece the clues together to uncover a mystery that's bigger than
anyone expected-and more fun, too. With all of the heart-pounding excitement
that made her internationally bestselling Alexandra Cooper series a hit, Linda
Fairstein paves the way for another unstoppable heroine . . . even if she is only
twelve.
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One Of Us Is Lying
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author, "a brilliant biography"* of the 28th
president of the United States. *Doris Kearns Goodwin One hundred years after his
inauguration, Woodrow Wilson still stands as one of the most influential figures of
the twentieth century, and one of the most enigmatic. And now, after more than a
decade of research and writing, Pulitzer Prize–winning author A. Scott Berg has
completed Wilson—the most personal and penetrating biography ever written
about the twenty-eighth President. In addition to the hundreds of thousands of
documents in the Wilson Archives, Berg was the first biographer to gain access to
two recently discovered caches of papers belonging to those close to Wilson. From
this material, Berg was able to add countless details—even several unknown
events—that fill in missing pieces of Wilson’s character, and cast new light on his
entire life. From the visionary Princeton professor who constructed a model for
higher education in America to the architect of the ill-fated League of Nations, from
the devout Commander in Chief who ushered the country through its first great
World War to the widower of intense passion and turbulence who wooed a second
wife with hundreds of astonishing love letters, from the idealist determined to
make the world “safe for democracy” to the stroke-crippled leader whose
incapacity—and the subterfuges around it—were among the century’s greatest
secrets, from the trailblazer whose ideas paved the way for the New Deal and the
Progressive administrations that followed to the politician whose partisan battles
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with his opponents left him a broken man, and ultimately, a tragic figure—this is a
book at once magisterial and deeply emotional about the whole of Wilson’s life,
accomplishments, and failings. This is not just Wilson the icon—but Wilson the
man. INCLUDES PHOTOGRAPHS

The Adobe Photoshop Lightroom CC Book for Digital
Photographers
From New York Times bestselling author and former top prosecutor Linda Fairstein
comes an electrifying thriller rich with the riveting behind-the-scenes authenticity
that only she can offer. It’s going to be a tough trial. Manhattan sex-crimes
prosecutor Alexandra Cooper’s case, involving an attack on investment banker
Paige Vallis, would be difficult to prove even without the latest development—it
seems that Paige has something to hide. Most of her story is clear. She’d had
dinner with New York consultant Andrew Tripping three times before the March
evening when she accepted his invitation to accompany him to his apartment. But
what occurred that night? Why didn’t she leave the apartment when he started to
act strangely? What about Tripping’s little boy, Dulles? What happened to the child
that fateful evening? And who is the strange man whose appearance in the
courtroom seems to terrify Paige? While Alex’s police detective friend Mercer
Wallace helps her learn more of the sad details behind the increasingly puzzling
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rape case, colleague Mike Chapman is uptown in a decaying Harlem brownstone
where eighty-two-year-old McQueen Ransome has been murdered, her apartment
ransacked. What could this impoverished, elderly woman have possessed that
could have inspired such violence? Photographs on the wall suggest that
“Queenie” was once a beautiful and voluptuous young woman who traveled to
faraway places. Could there be a clue to her murder in her exotic background? Her
murder will be only the first. Others follow, as the tragic strands of the Paige Vallis
and McQueen Ransome cases begin to converge in a poignant alliance of two
women from very different worlds. Faced with formidable personal and
professional choices, Alex must learn the old lesson that appearances can deceive,
even as she heads for a showdown in which her wits and her courage will be tested
as never before.

Devil's Bridge
New York Times bestselling author Linda Fairstein explores the depths of
Manhattan's secretive Rockefeller University in this timely, captivating thriller
about the deep--and often deadly--reverberations of past sins. Assistant DA
Alexandra Cooper of the Manhattan Sex Crimes Unit is finally back at work
following a leave of absence, and not a moment too soon. With more women
feeling empowered to name their abusers, Alex is eager to return to the courtroom
to do what she does best. But even she can't anticipate the complexity of her first
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case when she meets Lucy, a young woman who testified years earlier at a
landmark federal trial . . . and now reveals that she was sexually assaulted by a
prominent official during that time. Yet Lucy's isn't the only secret Alex must
uncover, with rumors swirling about one colleague's abusive conduct behind closed
doors and another's violent, mysterious collapse. As the seemingly disparate cases
of her client, adversary, and friend start to intertwine, Alex, along with NYPD
detectives Mike Chapman and Mercer Wallace, finds herself in uncharted territory
within Manhattan's Rockefeller University, a premier research institute, hospital,
and cornerstone of higher learning. But not even the greatest minds in the city can
help her when unearthed secrets begin to collide in dangerous ways . . . and unless
she can uncover the truth, the life-saving facility just may become her grave.

One of Us Is Next
Since Lightroom 1.0 first launched, Scott’s Kelby’s The Adobe Photoshop Lightroom
Book for Digital Photographers has been the world’s #1 bestselling Lightroom book
(it has been translated into a dozen different languages), and in this latest version
for Lightroom 6, Scott uses his same award-winning, step-by-step, plain-English
style and layout to make learning Lightroom easy and fun. Scott doesn’t just show
you which sliders do what (every Lightroom book will do that). Instead, by using
the following three simple, yet brilliant, techniques that make it just an incredible
learning tool, this book shows you how to create your own photography workflow
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using Lightroom: • Throughout the book, Scott shares his own personal settings
and studio-tested techniques. Each year he trains thousands of Lightroom users at
his live seminars and through that he’s learned what really works, what doesn’t,
and he tells you flat out which techniques work best, which to avoid, and why. •
The entire book is laid out in a real workflow order with everything step by step, so
you can begin using Lightroom like a pro from the start. • What really sets this
book apart is the last chapter. This is where Scott dramatically answers his #1
most-asked Lightroom question, which is: “Exactly what order am I supposed to do
things in, and where does Photoshop fit in?” You’ll see Scott’s entire start-to-finish
Lightroom 6 workflow and learn how to incorporate it into your own workflow. •
Plus, this book includes a downloadable collection of some of the hottest Lightroom
Develop module presets to give you a bunch of amazing effects with just one click!
Scott knows firsthand the challenges today’s digital photographers are facing, and
what they want to learn next to make their workflow faster, easier, and more fun.
He has incorporated all of that into this major update for Lightroom 6. It’s the first
and only book to bring the whole process together in such a clear, concise, and
visual way. Plus, the book includes a special chapter on integrating Adobe
Photoshop seamlessly right into your workflow, and you’ll learn some of Scott’s
latest Photoshop portrait retouching techniques and special effects, which take this
book to a whole new level. There is no faster, more straight to the point, or more
fun way to learn Lightroom than with this groundbreaking book.
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Likely to Die
Maps are a fundamental resource in a diverse array of applications ranging from
everyday activities, such as route planning through the legal demarcation of space
to scientific studies, such as those seeking to understand biodiversity and inform
the design of nature reserves for species conservation. For a map to have value, it
should provide an accurate and timely representation of the phenomenon depicted
and this can be a challenge in a dynamic world. Fortunately, mapping activities
have benefitted greatly from recent advances in geoinformation technologies.
Satellite remote sensing, for example, now offers unparalleled data acquisition and
authoritative mapping agencies have developed systems for the routine production
of maps in accordance with strict standards. Until recently, much mapping activity
was in the exclusive realm of authoritative agencies but technological
development has also allowed the rise of the amateur mapping community. The
proliferation of inexpensive and highly mobile and location aware devices together
with Web 2.0 technology have fostered the emergence of the citizen as a source of
data. Mapping presently benefits from vast amounts of spatial data as well as
people able to provide observations of geographic phenomena, which can inform
map production, revision and evaluation. The great potential of these
developments is, however, often limited by concerns. The latter span issues from
the nature of the citizens through the way data are collected and shared to the
quality and trustworthiness of the data. This book reports on some of the key
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issues connected with the use of citizen sensors in mapping. It arises from a
European Co-operation in Science and Technology (COST) Action, which explored
issues linked to topics ranging from citizen motivation, data acquisition, data
quality and the use of citizen derived data in the production of maps that rival, and
sometimes surpass, maps arising from authoritative agencies.

Beginner's Luck
"SpectacularThe action is unrelentingElectrifying."—Boston Sunday Herald The
news is shattering: The director of the CIA, Harrison Sinclair, has been killed in a
car accident. Sinclair may have been a traitor—or the Agency's last honest man.
Even his son-in-law, Ben Ellison, an attorney and ex-agent, has heard rumors of
sinister forces within the Agency that could have ordered Sinclair's assassination.
Soon he is thrust into a web of intrigue and violence beyond his control back into
the CIA, and lured into a top-secret espionage project in telepathic ability funded
by American intelligence. "Gripping drama in which nothing is quite what it
seems."—Seattle Times As the project's first success, Ben uses his "extraordinary
powers" in the perilous search for Vladimir Orlov, the exiled former chairman of the
KGB—and the only man who might unlock the secret of Sinclair's death and the
whereabouts of a multibillion-dollar fortune in gold spirited out of Russia in the last
days of the Soviet Union. The hunt for the truth will bring Ben face to face with his
past and culminate in a crowded Washington hearing room where, behind high
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security barriers, a Senate investigating committee is about to call its secret
witnessas an assassin prepares to strikein Joseph Finder's Extraordinary Powers.
"An extraordinary, powerful bookingeniously plotted, fast-paced, and frighteningly
credible."—Nelson DeMille

Wilson
The New York Times bestselling author of Devil's Bridge and renowned former
Manhattan prosecutor delivers a mesmerizing Alexandra Cooper novel set at the
crossroads of big money, high culture, and murder The Bone Vault begins in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art's glorious Temple of Dendur, where wealthy donors
have gathered to celebrate a controversial new exhibit. An uneasy mix of
scholarship, showbiz, and aggressive marketing, "A Modern Bestiary" will be a joint
venture of the Met and the American Museum of Natural History. With its IMAX
time trips and Rembrandt refrigerator magnets, the "Bestiary" has raised fierce
opposition from some of New York's museum elite. Assistant DA Alexandra Cooper,
off duty for the evening, observes the developing tensions with bemused interest
until Met director Pierre Thibodaux pulls her aside. He needs her advice. There's an
urgent problem out at a loading dock on a New Jersey pier. A Twelfth Dynasty
mummified princess, enclosed for eternity in a huge stone sarcophagus, is about to
take a long voyage to Cairo as part of a routine museum exchange. But Cleopatra
is missing, and in her place is the not-so-mummified body of a woman many
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centuries younger than her royal predecessor. Who is this woman with the small
physique, the dark hair, and the shiny barrette? What is her connection, if any, to
the rarefied world of priceless art and objects? And how and when did she become
entombed in the sarcophagus? Teaming with cops Mike Chapman and Mercer
Wallace, Alex must explore behind the scenes at the elegant but severe
Metropolitan, travel uptown to the remote setting of the Cloisters and its medieval
trove of funerary art, and on to the massive array of beasts and bones at the
Museum of Natural History. Somewhere deep within the bowels of one of these
great cultural centers, a killer may wait. Atmospheric, chilling, and rich with the
kind of procedural authenticity that only Linda Fairstein can provide, The Bone
Vault is a page-turning tour de force from one of crime writing's brightest stars.

The Kills
It's August in New York, and the only thing that's hotter than the pavement is
Manhattan D.A. Alex Cooper's personal and professional life. Just as she's claiming
an especially gratifying victory in a rape case, she gets the call: the body of a
young woman has been found in an abandoned building. The brutality of the
murder is disturbing enough, but when a second body is found in Brooklyn, beaten
and disposed of in the exact same manner, the city's top brass want the killer
found fast. Relying on razor sharp instincts, a whip-smart partner, and one big
break Alex races to find the killer and keep him from killing again, even if it's at her
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own peril. Copy and paste the URL below into your browser to download a free pdf
of Linda Fairstein's new novel, Hell Gate, available in hardcover March 2010:
http://knopfdoubleday.com/marketing/Hell_Gate_Chapter_1.pdf From the
Paperback edition.

Deeper Than the Dead
'Tightly plotted and brilliantly written, with sharp, believable characters, this
whodunit is utterly irresistible' - HEAT THE INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER Five
students go to detention. Only four leave alive. Yale hopeful Bronwyn has never
publicly broken a rule. Sports star Cooper only knows what he's doing in the
baseball diamond. Bad boy Nate is one misstep away from a life of crime. Prom
queen Addy is holding together the cracks in her perfect life. And outsider Simon,
creator of the notorious gossip app at Bayview High, won't ever talk about any of
them again. He dies 24 hours before he could post their deepest secrets online.
Investigators conclude it's no accident. All of them are suspects. Everyone has
secrets, right? What really matters is how far you'll go to protect them. _____
'Twisty plotting, breakneck pacing and intriguing characterisation add up to an
exciting single-sitting thrillerish treat' -THE GUARDIAN 'A fantastic murder mystery,
packed with cryptic clues and countless plot twists. I could not put this book down'
- THE SUN 'Pretty Little Liars meets The Breakfast Club' - ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY
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Ancient Maya Commerce
In her seventeenth Alexandra Cooper novel, New York Times bestselling author
Linda Fairstein delivers an edge-of-your-seat thriller that explores the secretsand
terrible dangerof New York City's waterfront. The Manhattan waterfront is one of
New York City's most beautiful vistas, boasting both the noble Statue of Liberty
and the George Washington Bridge, the world's busiest for motor vehicles. But
inDevil's Bridge, Assistant DA Alex Cooper will discover the menace that lurks in
this seemingly benign corner of New York City as she and Detective Mike
Chapman, in the midst of their own growing relationship, take on a case that forces
them into their most vulnerable positions yetapart from each other, as a killer's
twisted plan draws ever closer to home.

Deadfall
A retired Navy captain pens a fast-paced military thriller about two brothers who
have made their share of political faux pas and yet are chosen to lead a delicate,
high-level operation to thwart a chemical weapons attack. A first novel. Reprint.

Circle William
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Stop and crochet the flowers! Crochet flowers are a favorite with needlecrafters
because they can be made from scraps of yarn, they're small and portable, and
they are so versatile. Geared toward beginners, each of the fifty crochet flowers
patterns in this book comes with a clear, easy-to-follow photo sequence linked to a
chart. Other books supply patterns, but only Crochet Flowers Step-by-Step take
you through the process one step at a time, so absolutely no prior experience is
required. Use them to add charm to home decor projects such as pillows, towels, or
napkin holders, or gather them into a pretty corsage for a lapel or hat trim. You
could even go flower crazy and create an entire herbaceous border! Once the seed
is sown, you won't want to stop making these adorable embellishments.

The Bone Vault
New York Times bestselling and Nero Award–winning author Linda Fairstein takes
readers to the greatest heights and deepest depths of New York City in this
riveting Alexandra Cooper thriller, filled with the former prosecutor’s unique blend
of authenticity, history, and suspense. Bad Blood finds Assistant DA Alexandra
Cooper deeply involved in a complicated, high-profile homicide case. Defendant
Brendan Quillian, a prominent young businessman, is charged with the brutal
strangulation of his beautiful young wife, Amanda. His conviction is not a certainty:
Quillian was conveniently out of town on the day of the killing, and he has hired a
formidable defense attorney who seems one step ahead of Cooper as the trial
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opens. But with the help of detectives Mike Chapman and Mercer Wallace, she is
confident she can prove Quillian paid a hit man to commit the crime. Halfway
through the trial, a major catastrophe alters the course of Alex's case. A
cataclysmic ex-plosion rips through New York City's Water Tunnel #3, a
spectacular feat of modern engineering that will be completed years in the future.
Carved through bedrock six hundred feet underground, the tunnel will replace a
vital artery in the city's rapidly deteriorating water supply system. Was the blast
caused by terrorism? Political retribution? Or was it merely an accident? Cooper is
quickly drawn into the trag-edy when she discovers a strange connection linking
Brendan Quillian to the tunnel workers killed in the explosion. At the same time,
Alex meets a mysterious, handsome stranger. Should she get to know him better?
Before the answer is clear, she is pulled back into the case, which is becoming
more dangerous by the hour. She and Chapman descend deep into the earth to
penetrate the subterranean universe of the sandhogs, as the brotherhood of tunnel
workers are colorfully known. Their probe soon leads to another murder victim,
whose blood may hold the key to Cooper's mesmerizingly complex case. One
closely held secret reveals another, and soon Alex discovers that only by
unraveling ancient rivalries among sandhog families will she be able to solve the
murder of Amanda Quillian—and save her own life as well. A riveting tale of up-tothe-minute urban intrigue, Bad Blood is rich with New York City lore and fascinating
legal insights that only Fairstein, Manhattan's former sex crimes prosecutor, can
deliver. Told in her signature authentic style, Bad Blood is packed with the same
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twists and turns that made her last novel, Death Dance, a runaway bestseller and
that never fail to thrill her legions of devoted readers.

Blow Fly
This is a ripped-from-the-headlines thriller that takes Alexandra Cooper into the
dark underside of New York City's most storied restaurants and a murder case
spanning continents. Forty-eight hours after Alexandra Cooper arrives in France to
visit her boyfriend and famed restaurateur, Luc Rouget, her vacation in paradise is
cut short when a young woman from the village is found murdered. The only
evidence discovered on the body is one of Luc's matchboxes promoting his new
restaurant in New York. But before the investigation begins, Alex is summoned
back to New York to handle a high profile case. Mohammed Gil-Darsin, the
distinguished and wealthy head of the World Economic Bureau, has been arrested
and accused of attacking a maid in his hotel. As the world watches in fascination to
see how the scandal will unfold, Alex finds her attention torn between preparing
the alleged victim to testify and a murder case with ties too close to home. A
second body is found with Luc's matchbox, this time in Brooklyn, and Alex begins
to fear that the two cases may not be as unrelated as she thought, and that
uncovering the sordid secrets of the city's most wealthy and powerful could cost
her and her loved ones everything they hold dear.
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Virals
The story of Joan of Arc has always held a special fascination for writers - among
them Voltaire, Mark Twain, George Bernard Shaw and Jean Anouilh. Here Thomas
Keneally transforms the legend, presenting a Joan who is at once a tough radical,
an instinctive soldier, a nagging prophet and a touchingly vulnerable girl - a
haunting and compelling heroine framed by the tumultuous times in which she
lived.

Terminal City
The real-life work of sex-crimes prosecutor Linda Fairstein brought "riveting
authenticity" (Vanity Fair) to her bestselling debut novel, Final Jeopardy. Now
Fairstein's fictional counterpart -- smart and savvy assistant D.A. Alexandra Cooper
-- returns in "[a] Grisham-esque page turner" (Time) that puts Alex in the line of
fire. New York City's oldest and largest medical center is the scene of a ghastly
attack: top neurosurgeon Gemma Dogen is found in her blood-soaked office, where
she has been sexually assaulted, stabbed, and designated by the cops as a "likely
to die." By the time Alex has plunged into the case, it's a high-profile, mediainfested murder investigation with a growing list of suspects from among those
who roam the hospital's labyrinthine halls. As Alex's passion to find the killer
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intensifies, she discovers this hospital is not a place of healing but of deadly peril -and that she is the next target for lethal violence. A high-style thriller that sweeps
from Manhattan to London to Martha's Vineyard, Likely to Die is an exhilarating
tale from a justice system insider and provocative novelist.

Killer Look
Adventure is in Tory Brennan's blood. After all, she’s the grandniece of worldfamous forensic anthropologist Temperance Brennan. Always up for a challenge,
Tory and her science-geek friends spend their time exploring the marshlands of
Loggerhead Island, home to the very off-limits Loggerhead Island Research
Institute, where something strange is going on. After rescuing a stray wolfdog pup
from a top-secret lab, Tory and her friends are exposed to a rare strain of canine
parvovirus, changing them--and their DNA--forever. Now they are more than
friends. They are a pack. They are Virals. And they're dangerous to the core. But
are they unstoppable enough to catch a cold-blooded murderer?

Night Watch
Investigating the disappearance of a world-famous dancer who went missing
during a Lincoln Center performance, investigator Alex Cooper and her colleagues
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find themselves drawn into the underworld of Manhattan's theatrical community
and simultaneously pursuing a doctor who has been drugging and assaulting
women. By the author of Entombed. Reprint.

Entombed
For Alexis McCall, the Santa Fe Evergreen Clinic in New Mexico may be her only
hope for creating the family she and her late husband dreamed of. But when she
stumbles across disturbing files at the clinic, she begins to fear that the science
that will give her a child is being used for a darker purpose.

Into the Lion's Den
When FBI agent Tony Mendez is called to search for a serial killer, he enlists the
help of teacher Anne Navarre when he suspects it may be the father of one of her
students.

Blood Oath
Assistant D.A. Alexandra Cooper investigates the murder of Manhattan professor
Lola Dakota, a crime whose only clue lies in "The Deadhouse," the Roosevelt Island
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site where smallpox patients were sent to die in the nineteenth century.

Seizure
New York Times bestselling author Linda Fairstein is at her explosive best as she
plunges into the byzantine world of New York City’s most powerful and sacred
institutions—and unearths the most sinister of secrets… Prosecutor Alexandra
Cooper has been called to a Harlem Baptist Church, where a woman has been
decapitated and set on fire on the church steps—with the imprint of a Star of David
necklace seared into her flesh. Then a second body is found at a cathedral in Little
Italy. Alex is blind to the sick and inconceivable motives feeding a particularly
vicious serial killer—until she mines the depths of the city’s vast and serpentine
religious history. What Alex follows is a dangerous path that takes her far beyond
the scope of her investigation, and directly into the path of a frightening and
inescapable truth.

Speculative Everything
Ancient Maya Commerce presents nearly two decades of multidisciplinary research
at Chunchucmil, Yucatan, Mexico—a thriving Classic period Maya center organized
around commercial exchange rather than agriculture. An urban center without a
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king and unable to sustain agrarian independence, Chunchucmil is a rare example
of a Maya city in which economics, not political rituals, served as the engine of
growth. Trade was the raison d’être of the city itself. Using a variety of
evidence—archaeological, botanical, geomorphological, and soilbased—contributors show how the city was a major center for both short- and longdistance trade, integrating the Guatemalan highlands, the Gulf of Mexico, and the
interior of the northern Maya lowlands. By placing Chunchucmil into the broader
context of emerging research at other Maya cities, the book reorients the
understanding of ancient Maya economies. The book is accompanied by a highly
detailed digital map that reveals the dense population of the city and the hundreds
of streets its inhabitants constructed to make the city navigable, shifting the
knowledge of urbanism among the ancient Maya. Ancient Maya Commerce is a
pioneering, thoroughly documented case study of a premodern market center and
makes a strong case for the importance of early market economies in the Maya
region. It will be a valuable addition to the literature for Mayanists,
Mesoamericanists, economic anthropologists, and environmental archaeologists.
Contributors: Anthony P. Andrews, Traci Ardren, Sheryl Luzzadder-Beach, Timothy
Beach, Chelsea Blackmore, Tara Bond-Freeman, Bruce H. Dahlin, Patrice Farrell,
David Hixson, Socorro Jimenez, Justin Lowry, Aline Magnoni, Eugenia Mansell,
Daniel E. Mazeau, Travis Stanton, Ryan V. Sweetwood, Richard E. Terry

Bad Blood
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The highly anticipated, #1 New York Times bestselling sequel to One of Us Is
Lying! There's a new mystery to solve at Bayview High, and there's a whole new
set of rules. Come on, Bayview, you know you've missed this. A ton of copycat
gossip apps have popped up since Simon died, but in the year since the Bayview
four were cleared of his shocking death, no one's been able to fill the gossip void
quite like he could. The problem is no one has the facts. Until now. This time it's
not an app, though—it's a game. Truth or Dare. Phoebe's the first target. If you
choose not to play, it's a truth. And hers is dark. Then comes Maeve and she
should know better—always choose the dare. But by the time Knox is about to be
tagged, things have gotten dangerous. The dares have become deadly, and if
Maeve learned anything from Bronwyn last year, it's that they can't count on the
police for help. Or protection. Simon's gone, but someone's determined to keep his
legacy at Bayview High alive. And this time, there's a whole new set of rules. “Few
craft teen suspense like McManus.” --Entertainment Weekly “A thriller from one of
the best writers in the YA mystery genre, One of Us Is Next delivers more shocking
surprises and twists you won’t see coming.” --PASTE

Extraordinary Powers
Lost treasure. Perilous adventures. Deadly foes. Tory and her friends are just
starting to get a handle on their super-heightened wolf-like
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capabilities—contracted during a medical experiment gone horribly wrong—when
they find out funding is being pulled from the institute where their parents work.
The pack now faces its greatest fear—separation. So when Tory stumbles across
ancient lore hinting at a lost pirate treasure, the Virals devise a risky plan that pits
them against fiendish traps, headless corpses, and deep underground tunnels. But
they're not the only ones looking, and the competition could be lethal. They'll need
to work as one mystery-solving canine force if they to hope to uncover the lost
fortune, save the institute, and stick together!

The Survivors Club
Contraband cargo-young and female-from a wrecked Ukraine freighter washes up
on Rockaway Beach. But one victim died before she even hit the dark waters of the
Atlantic. Only one other story has the power to grab New York ADA Alexandra
Cooper's attention-that of a New York congressman's dive into disgrace following a
sordid sex scandal. When Alexandra discovers that the freighter victim and the
congressman's lover are connected in a way that simply can't be coincidence, it
strikes her that these cases aren't as unrelated as they seem. She unearths a
secret that will not only shatter the entire political landscape of New York, but
expose Alexandra to the darkest, most dangerous, and most profoundly disturbing
revelation of her career. Watch a Video
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Death Angel
BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Lisa Gardner's Love You More, and a
peek at the script for The Killing, AMC’s original series, which tracks the murder of
a Seattle teenager and the gripping investigation it sparks, only on AMC. THE
SURVIVORS CLUB . . . that’s what Jillian Hayes, Carol Rosen, and Meg Pesaturo call
it. They won’t consider themselves victims. They are survivors. They helped lead
the investigation that caught the man who changed their lives forever. Now they
are the prime suspects in his murder. Could three ordinary women have been
driven to do the unthinkable? Detective Sergeant Roan Griffin knows all too well
what can drive even the best people to cross the line. Has someone in the
Survivors Club become a killer? And if so, can he blame her, let alone bring her to
justice? “Starts fast and never stops moving. Clever, complex, and
original!”—Phillip Margolin “Has it all: provocative plotting, engaging characters,
and a razor-sharp emotional edge.”—Stephen White “This club is worth the
dues.”—People

The Finishing School
From Muriel Spark, the grande dame of literary satire, comes this swift, deliciously
witty tale of writerly ambition that recalls her beloved The Prime of Miss Jean
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Brodie.College Sunrise is a somewhat louche and vaguely disreputable finishing
school located, for now, in Lausanne, Switzerland. Rowland Mahler and his wife,
Nina, run the school as a way to support themselves while he works, somewhat
falteringly, on his novel. Into Rowland’s creative writing class comes seventeenyear-old Chris Wiley, a red-haired literary prodigy whose historical novel-inprogress, on Mary Queen of Scots, has already excited the interest of publishers.
The inevitable result: keen envy, and a game of cat and mouse fraught with
jealousy and attraction, both literary and sexual. From the Trade Paperback
edition.

Silent Mercy
With her own job at the DA's office in jeopardy, and the temptation to selfmedicate her PTSD with alcohol almost too strong to resist, Alex is not anyone's
first choice for help. But she is determined to uncover the grime--and the possible
homicide--beneath the glitz. Along with detectives Mike Chapman and Mercer
Wallace, Alex must penetrate the twisted roots and mixed motives among the highprofile players in the Garment District. The investigation takes the trio from the
missing money in Wolf Savage's international fashion house to his own recovery
from addiction; from the role of Louisiana Voodoo in his life to his excessive
womanizing; and to the family secrets he kept so well-hidden, even from those
closest to him--just as things are about to get deadly on the catwalk. With Killer
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Look, Linda Fairstein proves once again why she is the "Queen of Intelligent
Suspense."* *Lee Child.

Mapping and the Citizen Sensor
Discovering the murdered body of a young woman in Central Park, New York
Assistant DA Alex Cooper and Detective Mike Chapman uncover disturbing links
between the savage crime and a string of cold-case disappearances.

Hell Gate
Human Trafficking: Applying Research, Theory, and Case Studies is a practical,
interdisciplinary text that draws from empirically grounded scholarship, survivorcentered practices, and an ecological perspective to help readers develop an
understanding of the meaning and scope of human trafficking. Throughout the
book, authors Noël Bridget Busch-Armendariz , Maura Nsonwu, and Laurie Cook
Heffron address the specific vulnerabilities of human trafficking victims, their
medical-psycho-social needs, and issues related to direct service delivery. They
also address the identification of human trafficking crimes, traffickers, and the
impact of this crime on the global economy. Using detailed case studies to
illuminate real situations, the book covers national and international anti-trafficking
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policies, prevention and intervention strategies, promising practices to combat
human trafficking, responses of law enforcement and service providers,
organizational challenges, and the cost of trafficking to human wellbeing.

Death Dance
Hunting a killer within New York’s urban jungle becomes the biggest case of
Alexandra Cooper’s career in New York Times bestselling author Linda Fairstein’s
latest riveting thriller. A wild heart beats within New York City. Amid concrete and
skyscrapers, the Wildlife Conservation Society works to preserve and protect the
animal kingdom both within and beyond the borders of the five boroughs. But
dangerous creatures don't always have claws and fangs, as Assistant DA Alexandra
Cooper and NYPD detectives Mike Chapman and Mercer Wallace know all too well.
Predators lurk close to home, and in the aftermath of the shocking assassination of
an iconic public figure—someone Alex has worked with for years—the trio must
unravel the motive behind the shooting to discover who is the bigger snake: the
killer or the victim. The murder investigation provides more questions than
answers, as a tangled mess of secrets slowly comes to light. From street gangs to
secret societies, from big-game hunting to the illegal animal trade, from New York
City zoos to the highest offices in city government, Alex has her work cut out for
her—especially since the task force handling the investigation, led by the US
Attorney, seems to be more against her than with her. As tensions rise between
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Alex and the feds, she must determine just how far she is willing to go to uncover
the truth—and uphold the integrity of the office she has so proudly served.
Deadfall proves once again why Linda Fairstein is hailed as “a champion teller of
detective tales” (USA Today).
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